1998 mazda protege problems

The car has been very reliable as others have mentioned, however this is transportation at it's
most basic level. This car is a noisy tin can on wheels. Radio must be cranked in order to
overcome excessive road noise. Car lacks power even with the larger 1. I rarely take it on
highways and my wife refuses to drive it at all because of the "Tin Can" feel. With that said, it is
a reliable beater for local commutes but would not take this car on long trips. Bought the car at
71, miles. It's been trouble free with only preventive maintenance needed. The 1. Roomy car I
am 6'5". Very very practical car. I consider my 11 year old Protege to be young by Mazda
standards with only , miles on it. My family owned a '91 Protege and drove it to , miles over the
course of 8 years. The engine runs great and the car always starts in all weather. Manual
transmission handles great in snow and ice, car is a bit unstable driving through deep mud and
water. I get 37 MPG highway. Car is so little that it's not very comfortable on the highway. You
feel every bump in the road and every wind gust. The body has lots of rust on it but the car lives
in Minnesota. The suspension is giving out, likely due to rust. I love my little car but wish the
suspension wasn't dead. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the
Protege. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars
4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Cons engine transmission brakes road noise doors interior lights
visibility emission system warranty sound system climate control. Items per page:. Write a
review See all Proteges for sale. Sponsored cars related to the Protege. Sign Up. And I'm
looking to boost the engines performance. I recently bought a small Spectre filter from
Autozone that I think is an oil breather filter of sorts. I'm unsure how to install it. Can someone
explain how this filter is installed? I think it belongs to the crankcase somehow but I could be
wrong. Step-by-step instructions would be great! Thank you. Do you. HI there, I have no idea as
to what this filter is, can you give me a web page and part No so I can see what it looks like, that
may help. Mark Was this answer. The part number is: Go to Com and type that number into the
"Product Search". It will bring up a page with three categories. Go to "Accessories" and click on
"Breather Filter" right next to the picture of a filter. It will bring you to an exact match of what I
bought. I bought it mainly because of it's affordability and neat look, but I'm having a harder
time then I thought figuring out how to install it. Was this answer. HI there, This looks like an oil
filler breather, this will not be compatible with your engine, I would be sending it back. Mark
mhpautos Was this answer. What exactly is an oil breather filter and where does it go? I was
thinking it was a crankcase filter of sorts. I want to know where it would go on another engine if
I can't use it on mine. I thought maybe you would detach the PCV hose from the crankcase that
leads to the air intake and then tighten the filter onto the nipple that protrudes from the
crankcase and plug the hole on the air intake. What's wrong with this thinking? Haha David Was
this answer. Hi there, Your engine is designed to run the PCV valve this is a requirement by law,
in days before pollution requirements, engine were open breathing engines, and some oil fillers
has this type of filter, you just cant take of the PCV valve and stick on a fancy filter the system
just does not work that way, see text for info on the PCV system Mark mhpautos PCV system
The PCV valve is only one part of the PCV system, which is essentially a variable and calibrated
air leak, whereby the engine returns its crankcase combustion gases. Instead of the gases
being vented to the atmosphere, gases are fed back into the intake manifold, to re-enter the
combustion chamber as part of a fresh charge of air and fuel. The PCV system is not a classical
"vacuum leak. The PCV system just diverts a small percentage of this air via the breather to the
crankcase before allowing it to be drawn back in to the intake tract again. It is an "open system"
in that fresh exterior air is continuously used to flush contaminants from the crankcase and into
the combustion chamber. The system relies on the fact that, while the engine is running, the
intake manifold's air pressure is always less than crankcase air pressure. The lower pressure of
the intake manifold draws air towards it, pulling air from the breather through the crankcase
where it dilutes and mixes with combustion gases , through the PCV valve, and into the intake
manifold. The breather tube connects the crankcase to a clean source of fresh air, such as the
air cleaner body. Usually, clean air from the air cleaner flows in to this tube and in to the engine
after passing through a screen, baffle, or other simple system to arrest a flame front, to prevent
a potentially explosive atmosphere within the engine crank case from being ignited from a
back-fire in to the intake manifold. The baffle, filter, or screen also traps oil mist, and keeps it
inside the engine. Once inside the engine, the air circulates around the interior of the engine,
picking up and clearing away combustion byproduct gases, including a large amount of water
vapor, then exits through a simple baffle, screen or mesh to trap oil droplets before being drawn
out through the PCV valve, and into the intake manifold SPONSORED LINKS. I wasn't going to
stick on a filter without asking questions first. The PCV valve is staying intact. Are you saying
these filters are created for illegal purposes or that they were designed for "open breathing"
engines back before pollution requirements took effect? What would be an example of an
engine that would legally benefit from these breather filters? Thanks, David Was this answer. No

automotive engines built after the introduction of these pollution laws can use them, these will
be ok on most cars say pre mid 70's or there abouts Mark Was this answer. Please login or
register to post a reply. Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! Good Ride â€” If you
want a good car for basic transportation with low maintenance and operation costs, this is the
answer. Good room inside and decent performance. Good mileage. Fun to drive. The car will
keep on going if you do routine maintenance. Cloth interior held up extremely well. All wheels
held alignment and the car was easy on tires. Would definitely consider another one in the
future. Pros: Good room inside and decent performance. Perfect â€” l love evrything hate
nothing everything is great about this car except the horn sounds like a ladybug my kids say.. It
is a very basic model and I Love that. I just wish it had cruise control, power windows and
power locks with a key fob. I wish the " What did you mainly use this car for? Pros: It gets me
where I need to go and did not used to cost a lot for maintenance parts. Cons: Cannot handle
much weight and is not made for towing. Very Economical Driver â€” Can't say much about this
one. Did quite a bit of learning to drive stick on it. Heather owns it now. She has put some
money into it but it's well worth it as the car is a very good runner. Great For People Who Like
To Go Fast â€” it is a car that i have spent much money on and has nice body kit and spoiler,
30ftpounds of torque, hp engine and gets 28mpg very fast and quick for sporty riders, manual
very fun for drifting around corners. Cons: not enough power, looks bad, no room under the
hood to work on anything. I haven't had many problems with it. With the manual tranny, this car
really isn't too bad to drive. I'd recommend this car to anyone that needs something good and
reliable. Pros: Looks great, good gas mileage, comfortable for those under 6'4". My Mazda â€” I
love my car in general! I was in an accident and she held up like a tank. The power at take off
could be better but that is what you get with a 1. Cons: noisy engine, not very fast, although a
pretty high fuel consumption. Sporty, handles well except in snow and ice , reliable, and roomy
for a small car. Road noise is a bit loud though. Gas mileage is between MPG. Haven't had much
maintenance other than standa Read More. I love my Mazda. I also have a LX too that just keeps
going and going and going - and it's at miles at the very least! And it's like a tank. Got into a
slight accident and it took it lik Like the low cost to maintain, visibility, sport style, acceleration,
fits 5 comfortably, has ample cargo room, reliable engine, moon roof, good sound system. Has
overdrive. Breaks really well. This car is a blast to drive! The car is sporty too as it comes from
the factory with a sporty stance. The car really can move if you give it gas. This car is fun to
drive, it has power. Other than normal maintenance it does not cost me a lot of money to
maintain. Great acceleration, braking is okay, handling is amazing. Build quality is pretty good
except the weak spots in the body where it tends to rust. Fortunately this protege has had very
little rust poke The Mazda Protege' tan was about as boring a car can get. I bought it brand new
with 5 speed manual transmission. My personality and lifestyle at the time was very
conservative and it was proba The car was fantastic on gas with the 1. The Protege that I owned
had a 5-speed manual transmission. Aside from the great gas mileage, it's the only other reason
why I kept the car a Have you driven a Mazda Protege? Rank This Car. User Reviews. Displaying
1 - 10 of Mazda Protege 10 reviews. Back Seats:. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Good
room inside and decent performance. Cons: none. Is this helpful? Yes No. Joelle writes:. Cons:
nothing. Hotwire writes:. Roxie writes:. Cons: can be expensive to fix. Templeton writes:. Pros:
quick. Cons: not a family car. Jasmine writes:. Primary Use: Family transportation Pros: cheap.
Cons: awful to drive. Rob writes:. Daniel writes:. Cons: Lacks on pickup. Heather writes:. Pros:
everything. Cons: power. David writes:. Reviews From Other Years. Read all 21 Mazda Protege
reviews. Read all 25 Mazda P
type 4 volkswagen engine
emerson 1081 pool motor wiring diagram
2002 ford focus dpfe sensor
rotege reviews. Read all 26 Mazda Protege reviews. Read all 11 Mazda Protege reviews. Cars
compared to Mazda Protege. Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for Sale.
Compare Mazda Protege to Related Models. Select Year Cons: none 10 of 10 people found this
review helpful. Cons: nothing 7 of 7 people found this review helpful. Cons: Cannot handle
much weight and is not made for towing 2 of 4 people found this review helpful. Pros: quick
Cons: not a family car 4 of 13 people found this review helpful. Primary Use: Family
transportation Pros: cheap Cons: awful to drive 3 of 6 people found this review helpful. FUN
FACTOR: the car is not too bad to drive but could have more power Pros: gas mileage, radio
Cons: not enough power, looks bad, no room under the hood to work on anything 2 of 3 people
found this review helpful. Pros: Looks great, good gas mileage, comfortable for those under
6'4" Cons: Lacks on pickup. Pros: everything Cons: power 3 of 3 people found this review
helpful.

